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Synopsis
This handbook introduces the reader to the field of terrorism investigation. Describing how terrorists operate and how they differ from other criminals, it provides an outline of how terrorism investigations should be conducted. By helping investigators to develop skills and knowledge, this guide helps them to prepare prosecutable cases against terrorists.
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Customer Reviews
I was exposed to parts of this book in one of my undergrad courses a few years ago. I found the material easy to understand and straight to the point. The author has a unique way of describing events and needed practices to be successful. During my graduate studies the book has shown itself once again. To date there is not another book on the market that explains and touches so many needed fields of current affairs then this book. Dyson, the author, makes the reading interesting and shows the relationships between broad environments.
Dyson has used his vast experience to help law enforcement officers solve terrorist crimes, something they have become more involved with since 9/11. He walks a novice through investigative techniques with which they may not be familiar and helps an experienced officer through other more technical topics. This book should be a part of every police library and used as a text in teaching potential officers in criminal justice programs around the country. Thanks Mr. Dyson for your years of service and for this excellent book.

I needed this book for school, this is an excellent book for those who want to learn more about terrorism, and how they came to be, I recommended this book to my friends.

There is a lot of very good detail and it is extremely relevant to current counter-terrorism issues and training.

Good condition. Not as informative as I though it be.

No issues. Arrived in the condition described.
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